Abstract. This article is a follow up of our submitted paper [11] in which a decomposition of the Richards equation along two soil layers was discussed. A decomposed problem was formulated and a decoupling and linearisation technique was presented to solve the problem in each time step in a fixed point type iteration. This article extends these ideas to the case of two-phase in porous media and the convergence of the proposed domain decomposition method is rigorously shown.
Introduction
Soil remediation, enhanced oil recovery, CO 2 storage and geothermal energy are among the most important applications of porous media research and are notable examples of multiphase flow processes through porous media. In these situations mathematical modelling and simulation are among the most important tools available to predict subsurface processes and to asses feasibility and risk of envisioned technology, since measurements below surface are very difficult, expensive or not possible at all. Specifically when considering layered soil with very different porosity and permeability in each layer, the mathematical and computational problems appearing are most challenging as soil parameters may be even discontinuous and the appearing coupled nonlinear partial differential equations change type and degenerate. In these settings Newton based solvers can struggle with robustness and convergence.
To overcome the difficulties in robustness, the L-type linearisation, which replaces the Newton solver by a fixed point type iteration, has been proposed and tested in various model settings. We refer to [7, 11] for an overview over the application of the L-scheme to the Richards/Richardson equation as well as comparisons to other methods and only mention [12] and [8] , where the L-scheme was used in combination with mixed finite elements. More recently, the same ideas have been extended to two-phase flow in porous media, c.f. [10] for finite volumes and [9] for mixed finite elements. While most of the mentioned papers assume a Lipschitz continuous dependency of the water saturation on the pressure, [9] is the first to give error estimates for the Hölder continuous case, which is highly relevant due to van Genuchten-Mualem parametrisations falling into this category. The L-scheme has also been applied to other models and coupling problems. [6] analyses the method for the case of two-phase flow including dynamic capillary pressure effects. [4, 5] propose an optimised Fixed Stress Splitting method, based on an L-type linearisation technique to solve robustly a coupling of flow and geomechanics, modelled by linearised Biot's equation.
The added robustness that L-type linearisations offer, come at the price of slower, i.e. linear convergence. Aside from using the L-scheme merely as a preconditioner as mentioned above, another way of optimising convergence speed is by combining the L-scheme with a model based domain decomposition ansatz. The physical situation under consideration, in our case, layered soil can be taken into account and a domain decomposition with respect to this physical situations can be performed. In [2, 3] , the authors considered a substructuring of the Richards equation along the soil layers and apply monotone multigrid methods to solve the substructured problems.
(Optimized) Schwarz-Waveform methods for Richards equation were considered in [1] , where also a posteriori error estimates and stopping criteria were discussed. For the full two-phase flow system domain decomposition based on mortar finite elements and Newton based solvers have been considered in [15, 13, 14] .
In contrast to the existing approaches, we propose a new domain decomposition solver scheme, independently of the concrete space discretisation for two-phase flow in porous media. The scheme avoids the use of Newton based iterations. Maintaining the form of the equations in physical variables makes the method particularly accessible for application in the engineering context. In section 2, we introduce the problem formulation, notation and formulate the iterative scheme. The reader is invited to compare the stated to [11] as the ideas are analogous and many of the explanations given there carry over directly to the present case. For the sake of brevity, they had to be omitted here. Section 3 is devoted to the formulation and proof of the main result of this article, the convergence of the scheme. We conclude by giving a brief outlook on what questions we would like to focus on in the near future.
Problem description
Let Ω l ⊂ R d (l = 1, 2) be two Lipschitz domains connected through the interface Γ . We consider the flow of two immiscible, incompressible fluids in an isotropic, non-deformable porous medium which is governed by the equations
We adopted a pressure-pressure formulation with wetting and non-wetting pressures p l,w , p l,g as primary variables, together with the continuity of pressures and fluxes (c.f. notation 1) as coupling conditions over the interface. Throughout the article, we adhere to the following notational conventions and abbreviations. Notation 1. S l is the water saturation and is assumed to be a function of the phase pressures via the capillary pressure saturation relationship p c,l = p g,l −p w,l . p w,l and p g,l are the continuous pressures of the wetting and nonwetting phases on Ω l , respectively. p
where k α,l are the relative permeability functions. The pressures p n,i α,l are the iterates in our scheme, henceforth called the L-scheme, which will be explained. Finally, we write (and already used)
for the fluxes, where we abbreviated z α = ρ α gx 3 for the gravitational term. β can be empty, meaning the continuous case, as well as β = k, meaning the pressure iterate at time step k or n, i, then denoting the i-th iteration of the L-scheme. In the latter case, we define F
Furthermore, denoting the whole domain by Ω := Ω 1 ∪ Γ ∪ Ω 2 , the following spaces will be used.
is the space of Lebesgue measurable, square integrable functions over Ω. 
, by its trace on Γ is denoted by u| Γ . We abbreviate
00 (Γ ). ·, · X will denote the L 2 (X) scalar product, with X being one of the sets Ω, Ω l (l = 1, 2) or Γ . Whenever self understood, the notation of the domain of integration X will be dropped. Furthermore, ·, · Γ stands also for the duality pairing between
After a backward Euler discretisation in time with time step τ := T N for some N ∈ N 0 , the coupled two-phase flow problem in weak form reads
are satisfied for all (ϕ w,l , ϕ g,l ) ∈ V.
Note, that the pressure coupling is implicitly contained in the weak form, c.f. [11] . The following general assumptions will be used throughout the rest of the article. b) there exists m ∈ R such that Note, that by abuse of notation, we actually denote by L k α,l the Lipschitz constant of the function
in (4). Completely analogous to [11] , we introduce an iteration scheme to solve Problem 1 that linearises and decouples simultaneously.
Problem 2 (L-scheme). Let λ α ∈ (0, ∞) and assume that p
∈ V is given for α ∈ {w, g}. Set p α,l | Γ and assume that for some i ∈ N the approximations 1 similar assumptions are used in the literature, c.f. [8] , although more recently, the case of Hölder continuity has been treated, see [9] . are already known for l = 1, 2, α = g, w. Find p
is fulfilled for all (ϕ α,1 , ϕ α,2 ) ∈ V, where L α,l > 0, l = 1, 2.
By taking the formal limit in Problem 2, assuming that p n,i α,l → p n α,l and g i α,l → g α,l , for some function g α,l , the limit system of the L-scheme is
where
This can be shown to be equivalent to Problem 1 analogously to [11, Lemma 2] . The next section will be devoted to showing, that the L-scheme actually converges to this limit system and make precise the details.
Convergence of the scheme
We are now ready to formulate and prove our main result, the convergence of the L-scheme. ∈ V N l be a sequence of solutions to Problem 2, g i α,l i∈N0 being defined by (12) . Assume, that the time step τ satisfies 
Theorem 3. Assume there exists a unique solution (p
= L α,l e
Inserting ϕ α,l := e α,i p,l in eq. (14) and noting the identity 
We estimate the assigned terms I 1 -I 4 from (17) one by one and start with I 1 . Recall S l p w,l , p g,l = p −1 c p g,l − p w,l and that p ′ c < 0 so that we actually have the dependence S l p w,l , p g,l = S l p g,l − p w,l where S l is monotonically decreasing. Thereby we have
with the Lipschitz continuity of S l . Therefore, by integrating (18), we estimate I 1 by
Young's inequality |xy| ≤ ǫ|x| 2 + 1 4ǫ |y| 2 , ǫ > 0, applied to the term I 2 , gives
where we chose ǫ α = L α,l 2 for α = w, g. For I 3 , consider the estimation of the summands
Here, we used the Lipschitz-continuity of k α,l and the assumption sup l,α ∇ p n α,l − z α ∞ ≤ M . ǫ α,l will be chosen later. I 3 can therefore be estimated as
Finally, by Assumption 1b), we estimate I 4 by τ k 
In order to deal with the interface terms τ e 
Inserting eq. (23) in eq. (17'), we arrive at
Now 
where the appearing telescopic property of sums on the right hand side have been exploited. This implies the estimates
for which we introduced the abbreviation ∇e 
almost everywhere, from which we deduce for ϕ α,l now taken to be in
Introducing the abbreviation Ψ n,i α,l ϕ α,l for the left hand side of (30),
follows as a consequence of (27). In other words Ψ
On the other hand, starting again from (14) (without the added zero term), this time however inserting ϕ α,l ∈ V l and integrating again by parts, keeping in mind (29), one notices
We already know, that e 
and the second term can be estimated by 
where we used the same reasoning as in (21) 
Conclusion
We proposed and analysed a fully implicit domain decomposition method for efficiently solving twophase flow in heterogeneous porous media. The developed scheme avoids using the Newton method. The generalisation to several soil layers, the analysis of a concrete discretisation in space as well as thorough numerical testing are left for future work.
